A CLUSTER BASED INTELLIGENT METHOD TO MANAGE LOAD OF CONTROLLERS IN SDN-IOT NETWORKS FOR SMART CITIES
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Abstract. Software Defined Network (SDN) is a programmable network which separates the control logic-plane and hardware data-plane. The SDN centrally manages different Internet of Things (IoT) enabled smart devices like, actuators and sensors connected in the networks. Smart city infrastructure is an application of IoT network which purpose is to manage the city network without human interventions. To collect the real time data, such smart devices generate large amount of data and increasing the traffic in network. To maintain the quality of services (QoS) of smart city IoT networks, the SDN needs to deploy the multi-controller. But the communication performance reduces due to unbalance load distribution on controllers. To balance the traffic load of controller an intelligent cluster based Grey Wolf Optimization Affinity Propagation (GWOAP) Algorithm is proposed when deploying the multiple controllers in SDN-IoT enabled smart city networks. The proposed algorithm is simulated and the experimental results able to calculates the minimum overall communication cost in comparison with Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Affinity Propagation (AP). The proposed GWOAP better balance the IoT enabled smart switches among clusters and node equalization is balanced for each controller in deployed topology. By using the proposed methodology, the traffic load of IoT enabled devices in smart city networks intelligently better balance among controllers.
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1. Introduction. The new paradigms of programmable networking infrastructure is becoming popular because of its separation feature of data plane and control plane [1]. Such networks facilitate the flexible management in a complex large, distributed network. Software defined infrastructure centrally monitors the devices like, sensor and actuator which are connected in IoT networks to process real time data. The smart networking is significantly promoted by Software defined infrastructure due to limitation of existing IoT networking like, security issues, device management, configurations management and flexibility [2]. As number of smart devices increasing in smart city IoT network, the flow of heavy traffic are also increasing.

The smart cities are employed with the varieties of SDN-IoT networks by using with artificial intelligence in mobile networking, automatic traffic monitoring, streaming of videos, smart surveillances, secure communication and e-healthcare [3] [4] [5]. Such applications required high volume of real time data transmission with low latency. The traditional network environment is unable to meet the processing of such real time data with minimum delay. So, the SDN infrastructure is the promising solution of real time data processing in smart city networks.

For the number of real time devices in smart cities infrastructure a single controller is not sufficient. So, more controllers are needed to place to manage such SDN-IoT network [6]. But multiple controller placements are NP-hard problem with the issue of required number of controller and controller placement at optimal place to balance the traffic load at minimum latency. Still there are few challenges like, optimization of the multiple controllers and minimize the propagation delays in such networking so that costs may be reduced and performance may be improved [7]. The Controller Placements Problem(CPP) is described by Heller et.al. [8] and calculated the average delays between controller and switches. Jalili et al. [9] described the controllers
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placements problems and proposed a multi objective Genetic Algorithm (GA) that yield low memory space and better computations time.

There are many optimization methods applied to solve such complex issues like, CPP. Gao et. al. [10] and K.S.Sahoo et. al. [11] studied the some optimization methods to maximizes the network survivability and minimize the latency and also suggested the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based mechanism to solve the problem of CPP and managed the dynamic load over capacitated controllers.

Few researchers studied the multiple controller deployments approaches. To improve the controller’s reliability and survivability in SDN, the multi controller’s deployments strategies suggested based on capacitated controllers’ and multi-path diversity method [15] [16] [17].

The current research works of CPP in programmable network concludes the multi controller deployments models which are commonly based on communication delays between switch to controller and controller to controller latencies. Such calculations of the communication delays are based on different optimization models.

Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) [18] hunt the preys by using the supportive technique. This search method based on the hunting behaviour of grey wolves in nature. The wolf alpha (α) is the leader and beta (β) and delta (δ) follow the wolf alpha (α). The remaining wolves in pack are represented as omega (ω). Each wolf guides their subsequent wolf in the hierarchy to hunt the prey. The clustering algorithm Affinity Propagation (AP) [19] is based on similarities and data points between pairs. The similarities serve as the cluster centre and is selected by the greater value of similarities. The advantage of this algorithm is need not to initialized the cluster centre and cluster numbers.

The main contributions of the paper are:

- An intelligent cluster-based load balancing Grey Wolf Optimization Affinity Propagation Algorithm (GWOAP) is proposed to deploy the controller in SDN-IoT enabled smart city networks.
- An effective fitness function is proposed to minimize the overall communication cost in SDN-IoT networks.

The rest of paper is summarized as follows. In section 2, the related works are summarized. In section 3, the problem is mathematically formulated. Section 4, Discussed the related algorithm, Section 5, illustrates the network model and proposed GWOAP algorithm. The section 6 illustrates the result and discussion. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works. The benefits of Software Defined Networks always attracted to researchers in recent few years. The programmable network SDN centrally manages different IoT devices connected in the networks. SDN-IoTs network has significant attentions in both academia and industry.

Heller et. al. [8] introduced the Controller Placements Problem to decide how many and where controllers to be placed in SDN to achieve scalability. Author also discussed the challenges of CPP for each switch node and threshold of communication latency and fault tolerance.

Gao et. al. [10] suggested the PSO based methodology to solve the Controller Placement Problem and manage the dynamic load of controllers. Sahoo et. al. [11] proposed the CPP_PSO and CPP_FFA optimization methodology that minimizing the latency and maximizing the network survivability. Author also proposed a fitness functions to focused the network survivability which designed for reliable control plane.

Jimenez et. al. [12] used the K-critical methodology to deploy the minimum controller in the networks and found robust controller deployments. Ishigaki et. al. [13] suggested a controller deployment methodology based on node calculations index. Zhao et al. used affinity propagation to modify their methodology and suggested new clustering algorithm. Zhao [14] evaluated their algorithm and found better networks performance when compared with other clustering algorithms. Sallahi et. al. [20] evaluated the controller deployment cost and suggested a multi controller deployment model. Wang et. al. [21] used the capacitated controllers’ approach to balance the load of controllers and followed the multi controller deployment strategies.

A small area network is efficiently manageable by a single controller due to its less overhead in network congestion. But for large area network the overhead of single controller increased and is insufficient to manage their network [22].

For a distributed Software Defined-IoT network to manage the flow of data multiple controllers are needed but the issue of multiple controller placements is challenging [23].

Onix [24], Hyperflow [25], and Devoflow [26] were used as the distributed control architecture to solve the problem of reliability and scalability of SDN.
ONOS [27] and Open Daylight [27] are open-source controllers and used in large data centres and in WAN. These controllers are capable to control and manage the large data flow of IoT devices in smart city networks. A POCO model is suggested to consider multiple controller deployments optimizations. The Pareto methodology included the controller overhead and latency delay to consider the multiple controller placements optimization problems [28].

Liu et. al. [29] considered the propagation latencies, controller’s load and suggested the networks clusters using PSO methodology. Beheshti et. al. [30] studied the SDN reliability as well as resiliency and evaluate the controller-switch performance. To deploy the controller heuristic approach is suggested to consider the reliability as well as resiliency in SDN network. Killi et al. [31] proposed the game theory and k-means partitioning method to place the multiple controller in large distributed network.

Keshari et al. [32] proposed an intelligent method to place the controller in SDN-IOT network. Here, author addressed the dynamic controller placement issue but when nodes increase the load balancing issue arises. Smart city network is employed with large IoT network infrastructure and to improve the better networking experience the virtual network placements are needed to optimize [33] [34] [35].

The above literature focuses on controller deployment only. Few researchers used partitioning clustering but dynamically load management is not suitable. Therefore, a cluster-based approach by using affinity propagation method is proposed where the cluster centre need not to initialize. In this paper, GWOAP algorithm is proposed to deploy the controller and dynamically mange the load of controllers.

3. Problem formulation. The network topology can be depicted like undirected graph $G(N, L)$, here $N$ represent the set of forwarding node and $L$ represent a link set. The node set consists of the switches and controllers.

Let $d(n, c)$ denotes the shortest distance paths between node $n \in N$ and controller $c \in C$. $C$ denotes a set of all possible controllers, $C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_x\}$.

Let $d(c_i, c_j)$ be the shortest path between controller $c_i$ to controller $c_j$ where $c_i, c_j \in C$.

If any $i^{th}$ switch node is connected to a $j^{th}$ controller node then the distance between $i^{th}$ switch node and $j^{th}$ controller node is $d_{ij}(i, j)$. The binary value $z_{ij} = 1$, which means $i^{th}$ switch is successfully connected to $j^{th}$ controller.

Then shortest distance between $i^{th}$ switch node and $j^{th}$ controller node is:

$$z_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 : \text{when switch } i \text{ is connected to controller } j \\ 0 : \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (3.1)

Every controller in the network topology processes the request flow for all connected switches. The total traffic load processed by $j^{th}$ Controller at time $t$ is equal to sum of traffic flow by all connected switches in domain. Then,

$$\Theta^t_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} l^t_{ij}$$ (3.2)

where, $l$ is the load of $i^{th}$ switch at time $t$. The processing capacity i.e. flow rate (kb/s) of controller is consider as $A_j$. Then, by the Queuing theory [36] and Little’s Law [37].

The mean waiting time to process the flow by the $j^{th}$ controller is:

$$W^t_j = \frac{1}{A_j \cdot \Theta^t_j}$$ (3.3)

If the total node $|V| = |N| + |C|$ then the total average response time for $j^{th}$ controller is:

$$\Delta t_j = |V|^2 \cdot W^t_j$$ (3.4)

$\Delta t_j$ is considered as average processing times for $j^{th}$ controller. So, at time $t$, the average controller’s response times for the controller and switch is:

$$T^t = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{C} \theta^t_j \cdot \Delta t_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{C} \theta^t_j}$$ (3.5)
To calculate the total load cost, we have to find out the individual cluster domain cost i.e. intra domain cost and inter domain cluster cost. Considering here intradomain constant flow rate is $v$.

Then intra domain cost is:

$$T_{\text{intrad}} = 2 * v \sum_{j \in c} \sum_{i \in N} \left( \frac{H_i}{v} \right) d_{ij} z_{ij}$$

(3.6)

And inter domain cost is:

$$T_{\text{interd}} = v \sum_{j \in c} \sum_{k \in c} d_{jk}$$

(3.7)

So, Overall Cost:

$$T_{\text{total min}} = \gamma * T_{\text{intrad}} + (1 - \gamma) * T_{\text{interd}}$$

(3.8)

Where, the weight factor $\gamma$, controls the inter domain and intra domain communications cost.

4. Related algorithms. Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) [18] follow supportive techniques to hunt the preys. The search method in GWO algorithm is based on the grey wolves hunting behaviours as observed in the nature. There is wolf alpha ($\alpha$) who is the leader of their pack, then there are another supportive leaders beta ($\beta$) and then delta ($\delta$) who follow the wolf alpha ($\alpha$). The rest wolves are considered as omega ($\omega$). Every wolf has their own responsibility which is represented as hierarchical structure that leader alpha ($\alpha$) is on top position that provides the first solution. Other wolves respectively, beta ($\beta$), delta ($\delta$) and omega ($\omega$) provides the subsequently second, third and final solution. Lastly, omega ($\omega$) wolves are guided by their previous three leaders.

When all wolves find the prey, then there are three variables of coefficients that are enclosed with prey and use the encircling mechanisms.

The encircling mechanisms defined by following equations:

$$D'_\alpha = |C'_1 X'_\alpha - X'_i|$$

$$D'_\beta = |C'_2 X'_\beta - X'_i|$$

$$D'_\delta = |C'_3 X'_\delta - X'_i|$$

$X'$ is the symbolizes the position vectors for the grey wolves and $i$ denotes the iterations. Then, $X'_i$ denotes different wolves $\alpha, \beta$ and $\delta$.

$$X'_1 = X'_\alpha - A_1 D'_\alpha$$

$$X'_2 = X'_\beta - A_2 D'_\beta$$

$$X'_3 = X'_\delta - A_3 D'_\delta$$

and

$$X'_{i+1} = (X'_1 + X'_2 + X'_3)/3$$

$$C = 2r_2$$

$$A = 2 * a.r_1 + a$$

$C$ and $A$ are coefficients vector, whereas $a$ is the controlling variable parameter to change the coefficient $A$. 

1. Initializes the populations \(X'_m, (m = 1, 2, \ldots, n), X'_\alpha, X'_\beta, \text{ and } X'_\delta\) 
2. Set the C and A vectors. 
3. While \((i < \text{Maxi})\) 
4. For every search agents 
5. update present locations search agents. 
6. End For 
7. Update A, C and a 
8. Evaluating the fitness function 
9. Update \(X'_\alpha, X'_\beta, \text{ and } X'_\delta\) 
10. \(i = i + 1\) 
11. End while 
12. return \(X'_\alpha\) 

Affinity Propagation (AP) [19] is the clustering algorithm based on data point as input and similarities between pairs. By using the negative Euclidean distance, first denotes the similarities between available data point.

Suppose, \(x_i = x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m\) is data set for \(m\) objects. The Similarity is 
\[
S(i, j) = -\|x_i^2 - x_j^2\|
\]

where \(i, j \in [1, m]\).

The similarities represent the degrees for a node to serve as the cluster center. The cluster center is selected by the greater value of similarities. In AP algorithm, there is no need to initialized the cluster center and cluster numbers. Here the preference needs to specify in advance and that is set to constant.

The availability and responsibility are calculated by AP algorithm for each node. If \(i\) node denotes the cluster center and \(j\) node denotes the responsibility. Then, the availability degree is represented by the node \(i\) selecting cluster center to node \(j\): 

\[
r(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
S'(i, j) - \max_{k \neq j}a(i, k) + S'(i, k) & (i \neq j) \\
S'(i, j) - \max_{k \neq j}S'(i, k) & (i = j)
\end{cases}
\]

\[
a(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
\min\{0, r(i, j) + \sum_{k \neq i, j} \max[0, r(k, j)]\} & (i \neq j) \\
\sum_{k \neq j} \max[0, r(k, j)] & (i = j)
\end{cases}
\]

The search follows the iterative processes in AP algorithm to assemble the exemplar clusters.

To avoid oscillation, \(\lambda\) introduced as a damping factor for availability and responsibility values. For the fast iteration and strong global searches, the smaller value is capable in AP. After continuous iterations, the AP select the cluster centre to the largest node. The iteration processes,

\[
r_t(i, j) = (1 - \lambda)r_t(i, j) + \lambda r_{t-1}(i, j)
\]

\[
a_t(i, j) = (1 - \lambda)a_t(i, j) + \lambda a_{t-1}(i, j)
\]

and cluster centre

\[
c_i = \arg \max \{r(i, j) + a(i, j)\}
\]

5. Network model and proposed methodology. The proposed network model is illustrated in fig. 5.1. Here the controllers are deployed in a distributed environment and forms the clusters to balance the load of controllers. The figure shows that there are four controllers \(C = \{C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4\}\) and fifteen switch nodes \(N = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_{15}\}\) are deployed. Different number of switch nodes are assigned to different controllers. This situation leads to generate the unbalanced scenario among controllers. Thus, the controller deployment cost
will be increased and affect overall communication cost to flow the traffic. Therefore, the proposed methodology solved such SDN problems and it maps the switch nodes to respective controller in the network. In the proposed methodology, the GWOAP algorithm forms the clusters of nodes by calculating the distance among switches and then assigned each cluster to respective controller by calculating the distance between cluster head to respective nearest controller. As given in fig. 5.1, the four switch nodes S1, S2, S3, S4 forms the cluster-1 and assigned the load of cluster to controller C1. Similarly, the five switch nodes S5, S6, S7, S8, S9 forms the cluster-2 and assigned the load of cluster to controller C2. The three switch nodes S10, S11, S12 forms the cluster-3 and assigned the load of cluster to controller C3. Finally, the three switch nodes S13, S14, S15 forms the cluster-4 and assigned the load of cluster to controller C4. The switch nodes S4, S5, S12 and S13 are assigned the cluster head in their respective cluster. The methodology, forms four clusters and assigned to respective four deployed controllers.


1. Extract and input the nodes from the Topology G (N, L).
2. Traverse the all nodes and calculate the request rate of switch.
3. Initialize the similarity matrix.
4. Update the AP parameters until condition reached.
5. Calculate the Cluster matrix.
6. Initialize grey wolf population \( X_m(m = 1, 2, ..., n) \), \( X'_\alpha \), \( X'_\beta \) and \( X'_\delta \)
7. Set the C and A vectors.
8. For every search agents calculate the fitness by equation 3.8:
   \( X'_\alpha \) is the best search engine
   \( X'_\beta \) is the second best search engine
   \( X'_\delta \) is the third best search engine
9. While (\( i < maxiteration \))
10. Update present positions for search agents
11. Update A, C and a
12. For every search, evaluating the fitness function
13. Update \( X'_\alpha \), \( X'_\beta \), and \( X'_\delta \)
14. End For
15. i = i+1
16. End while
The proposed methodology for GWOAP algorithm is illustrated in figure 5.2. The traffic load of data needed to manage in SDN-IoT enabled networks due to real-time data collections. Here, the goal is to manage the total traffic load processed by IoT enabled nodes. Therefore, the proposed methodology solved such SDN problems and maps the switch nodes to respective controller in the network. The methodology forms the clusters and assigns the balance traffic load to respective controllers. The proposed GWOAP algorithm is the hybridization of GWO and AP. Grey Wolf Optimization solves the controller placement problems whereas, affinity propagation forms the clusters according to traffic load. The benefit of using AP algorithm is that, there is need not initializing the number of clusters in advance. It calculates dynamically, and identify the cluster centre. The OS3E topology is taken to evaluate the methodology. The approach follows the total 34 nodes, where 29 nodes are taken as switch nodes and 5 controllers are taken as controller nodes to make clusters. The experimental results, calculated minimum overall cost communication cost by our defined objective function. The proposed GWOAP better balance the switches among clusters and node equalization is balanced for each controller as compare to GA, PSO and AP approaches.

6. Result and Discussion. The proposed methodology is simulated and evaluated on MATLAB 2019b. The OS3E topology is taken to evaluate the experiments. The approach follows the total 34 nodes, where 29 nodes are taken as switch nodes and 5 controllers are taken as controller nodes to make clusters. The switch nodes and controller nodes create 42 links in the network and each node is independent from other node in the proposed network model. The simulations are evaluated on the 64-bit machine of Intel Core i5-4-processor having Windows 10 operating system with 8 GB RAM.

For the objective function the weighting factor $\alpha$ is set equal to 0.8 and flow rate $v$ is set to 1 Kb/sec. The objective is to minimize the overall communication cost using GWOAP approach. The AP algorithm better balance the number of nodes among different clusters and switch nodes managed by controller nodes. The GWO algorithm better place the controllers to manage switches. In AP algorithm, without initializing the no. of controllers the CPP problem is solved. But the GA and PSO approaches, needs to initialized the no. of controllers using other clustering approaches.

In the OS3E network topology, we applied the GA, PSO, GAAP, PSOAP and GWOAP algorithms and found that GWOAP better balance the switches among clusters. Thus, we calculated minimum overall cost communication cost by our defined objective function.

In fig. 6.1, the objective function shows the overall communication cost by applying the GA, PSO, GAAP, PSOAP and GWOAP algorithms by simulating the OS3E network topology. This figure also clearly shows that by applying the GA and PSO algorithm up to 6 controller the communication cost decreases as number of controllers increases. But after 6 controller the cost varies up till controller 10 due to unbalanced load of switches. When using the optimization algorithms GA, PSO and GWO with AP, algorithm the clustering approach better balance the switches on controllers. As shown in fig. 6.1, that on OS3E topology on 5 controllers the proposed GWOAP method performs better and obtain the lowest total cost which is the optimal value.

Fig. 6.2 shows the number of switch nodes controlled by individual controller for all five algorithms, when deployment of OS3E topology network. The same number of controllers deployment are considered controlled by each controller. There are 29 nodes are taken as switch nodes and 5 controllers are taken as controller nodes to make clusters. The largest differences found using GA algorithm in which controller C1 load is almost double of C2 and C4 controller due to crossover mutation. The PSO algorithm improves little better as compare to GA where C1 and C5 controllers balance more switches as compared to C2 and C4. Here also C1 load is almost double of C2 and C4 controller.

The AP algorithm is hybridized with GA, PSO and GWO optimization algorithms. AP forms the clusters by calculating the distance between switch and controller. So, the initialization of number of controllers are not required here. The node equalization is increasing better by using GAAP, PSOAP and GWOAP algorithms. Fig. 6.2, clearly shows that the GWOAP better balance the switches among clusters and node equalization is similar for each controller in deployed topology.

Fig. 6.3 is the iterations convergence diagram which compares the performance of taken all five algorithms. The execution times using GWOAP is better and optimal among all other taken algorithms. The objective
function is iterated up to 300 executions to find optimal communication cost for taken algorithms.

The controller’s deployments in the OS3E network topology divides the network into sub domains by the execution of AP algorithms and optimization algorithms optimize the processing delays as well as manage the controller’s traffic load.
7. Conclusion. Software Defined Networking is a programmable network paradigm and having the advantages of it’s separation of data plane and control plane. The programmable network SDN centrally manages different smart IoT devices connected in the networks. One of the emerging applications of IoT network is Smart City which purpose is to manage the city without human interventions.

This paper proposed a GWOAP algorithm for the placement of multi controllers in smart city networks. The controllers manage the traffic of connected smart devices in the network. The proposed algorithm is
simulated using OS3E network topology. The controller’s deployments in the OS3E network topology divides the network into sub domains by the execution of AP algorithms and GWO optimization algorithms optimize the processing delays as well as manage the controller’s traffic load.

The experimental results, calculated minimum overall cost communication cost by our defined objective function. GWOAP better balance the IoT enabled smart switches among clusters and node equalization is balanced for each controller in deployed topology. By using the proposed methodology, the traffic load of IoT enabled devices in smart city networks intelligently better balance among controllers.
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